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A. A. Chernov. Elementary processes of crystal growth
from solutions.

1. Parameters of step crystallization. Crystals in solu-
tions are usually edged and grow by deposition of atomic
layers.'-2 The faces of the layers—so-called steps—possess
specific free energy a and kinetic coefficient f3. This last co-
efficient refers to the ratio between step velocity and the su-
persaturation of the solution above the step; it characterizes
the rate at which ions (molecules) are incorporated into the
lattice. Despite their fundamental importance, parameters a
and/7 have not been directly measured to date with the single
exception of Ag electrocrystallization.3 The role of surface
diffusion and dislocation effects in solution remained un-
clear, and the theory of spiral-layer growth in solutions
lacked any quantitative verification.

Our experiments involved the simultaneous measure-
ment of step velocities v ( a ) and slopes p(a) of spiral-layer
growth protrusions at various values of relative supersatura-
tion a (Fig. 1, a) ,4 with the protrusions forming on the grow-
ing edge near dislocation exit points. The measurements
were carried out using in situ laser interferometry (Fig. 1, b)
and X-ray topographic imaging of dislocations and other
defects (Fig. 1, c).5 We studied ADP, KDP, and DKDP
crystals grown in vigorously mixed aqueous solutions.2'6

We found that step velocity increased linearly with su-
persaturation a (at a< 3%, see Fig. 2, a), even though the
protrusion slopes, i.e., step densities, varied from ~ 10~4 to
5-10~3. Consequently, in this parameter range there is no
competition for material between the steps and the effects of
diffusion, be it surface or volume, are insignificant—the step
processes dominate. Kinetic coefficients /3 for steps at the
(110) bipyramidal edges of ADP turned out to be higher by
1.5-2 orders of magnitude than coefficients at the (001)
prism edges: /#( no> ^0.4—0.7 cm/s, whereas /?(0oo ~(3-
6) • 10 ~3 cm/s depending on step orientation. At the same
time, the effective surface energies a of the faces proved to be
quite similar (a(110) ~a(00i, s;20 erg/cm2). Consequently
the differences in edge velocities are due to step advance
kinetics, i.e., desolvation of the surface and individual ions.

The growth rate of a given macroscopic edge in a given
solution at a given supersaturation varied severalfold, de-
pending on the total component of Burgers vector normal to
the edge (up to 12 lattice constants) and the extent of the
region (~0.3-1 /im) in which the dislocations exited to the
surface, forming an extended source. Extended sources are
the norm and therefore crystal growth rates may vary sever-
alfold because of differences in internal structure (on < 1 fim
scale) of layer growth sources at the edges.

2. Nonlinear step kinetics. Departures of v(cr) from lin-
earity were observed (Fig. 2, b) at the prism edges of ADP-
KDP crystals, which are known for their sensitivity to im-
purities (especially Cr3+, Fe3+, Al3 +). As illustrated in Fig.
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2, b, v(a) is made up of two linear regions occurring at
o<a^ and a~>a^, with o^ ~4%. In the latter region the
kinetic coefficient is larger by a factor of ~7. Analogous
results were obtained in the case of (001 ) ADP. Apparently
impurities ( with a finite lifetime on the edge ) are adsorbed at
and in front of slowly advancing steps at low supersaturation
values, but have insufficient time to do so (and are more
effectively captured by the crystal ) at high supersaturation

In the cr^cr^. supersaturation region, where the step
velocity increases sharply, the vicinal growth protrusion
slope passes through a minimum, in contrast to the theoreti-
cally predicted linear increase of protrusion slope with su-
persaturation ( see Fig. 2 ) . This happens because in the im-
mediate vicinity of a dislocation source (approximately
within the critical two-dimensional recrystallization radius,
~200 A from the peak of the growth protrusion) step mo-
tion is slowed by the Gibbs-Thomson effect; the step is con-
sequently more contaminated with impurities there, than far
away from a dislocation exit point. The newly formulated
nonlinear theory described the observed nonmonotonic be-
havior ofp(a) and the typical sharp increase in edge growth
that occurs at some value of supersaturation cr~(7^. that be-
comes a threshold condition for impurity effects.

Our research permitted an estimate of the greatest theo-
retically attainable growth rate. At a~ 10% in ( 100) KDP
this maximum rate is ~5-10 mm/day (depending on the
source intensity ) and at o~~ 50% it reaches 10 cm/day. Fur-
thermore, should a supersaturation exceeding 50% be
achieved, it will become possible to grow crystals completely
free of dislocations at even greater rates. Current industrial
growth rates are ~0.5-1 mm/day.

3. Surface instability and the appearance of dissipative
structures. The original vicinal surface, which consists of a
"ladder" of equidistant elementary steps, is spontaneously
"wrinkled" and broken up into clusters of elementary steps
known as macrosteps (Fig. 3). This instability develops
gradually and thus becomes evident only at a certain dis-
tance from the peak of vicinal growth protrusion which
emits the steps (marked with a black arrow in Fig. 3). We
then found that step clusters appear only on those slopes of
the protrusion where the direction of step motion coincides
with the solution flux, marked with a white arrow in Fig. 3.7

The edge growth rate is unaffected by the solution flow rate,
however, i.e., the growth remains in the kinetic regime. The
cause of this effect is illustrated by Fig. 4, wherein curve a
traces the profile of a growth protrusion with random clus-
ters and rarefactions of elementary steps. Figure 4, b, sche-
matically plots the supersaturation above this surface in a
stagnant solution: where the step density and, consequently,
absorption of crystallizing material is lower the supersatura-
tion is above average and vice versa. In Fig. 4, c the distribu-
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FIG. 1. a—Profile of a vicinal step-like growth protrusion formed on the
growing crystal surface around a dislocation exit D. b—Laser interfero-
metric image of a growth protrusion on the bipyramidal edge of the
NH4H2PO4 (ADP) cyrstal.c—Side view X-ray topogram of a dislocation
cluster that appears at an inclusion in a crystal and produces an analogous
growth protrusion.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of normal edge growth rate R,
determined by the slope/; of the dislocation growth
protrusion and the effective velocity v of step mo-
tion, on relative supersaturation a (see Fig. 1, a):
a) along prism edges of ADP crystals, b) along
prism edges of KDP (KH2PO4) crystals.

FIG. 3. Dissipative structures (macrosteps) on the slopes of a vicinal
growth protrusion created by a dislocation source marked by the black
arrow (the direction of solution flux is marked by the white arrow).

FIG. 4. Schematic appearance of a vicinal edge instability: a) edge profile
near a dislocation source D; b) supersaturation distribution above the
surface in stationary solution; c) the same supersaturation distribution in
a solution flowing to the right.
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tion of Fig. 4, b is shifted to the right by the flowing solution.
Because of this shift the trough 1 receives an relatively con-
centrated solution (maximum supersaturation) and should
fill up. The trough 2, on the other hand, receives a impover-
ished solution that has passed over a step cluster—this
trough will deepen and the protrusion slope on the right be-
comes unstable.

Macrosteps lead to inclusions and other crystal defects,
which reduce laser optical strength and result in scattering
and anomalous birefringence. By periodically varying the
direction of solution flux macrosteps can be avoided even at
high (~ 1 cm/day) growth rates.8-9

X-ray topographic studies of these crystals revealed the
lattice constant to depend on the direction and rate of step
growth at a given edge.5
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G. B. Khristiansen. Prospects for studying cosm ic rays at
ultrahigh energies (10 IS-10 2IeV). It is common knowledge
that cosmic rays yield new information important to space
physics and astrophysics. It is also common knowledge that
cosmic rays, discovered 75 years ago, played a major role in
the origins and evolution of high energy physics in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s.

Cosmic rays are composed of protons, nuclei, muons,
neutrinos and other particles with energies that greatly ex-
ceed those currently attainable at accelerators.

Table I lists data on the energies of protons, nuclei
(with average atomic number A), and muons that have been
or will soon be achieved in accelerator and cosmic ray ex-
periments.

It is evident from Table I that the maximum energies of
protons and nuclei in cosmic rays exceed those attainable at
accelerators by several orders of magnitude now and for the
forseeable future. Detectors suitable for cosmic rays of such
enormous energies either already exist (the Yakutsk ma-
chine with effective detector area of 20 km2) or will be con-
structed in the coming decade (the EAS-1000 machine with
effective area of 103 km2).'

In addition, Table I also shows that emulsion cameras
make it possible to study interactions of various primary
nuclei with various emulsion nuclei (from AgBr to Pb); the
energy of cosmic nuclei in such processes markedly exceeds
nuclear energies attainable at accelerators.

In accelerators colliding beam methods produced sec-
ondary particles of energy .Emax <s112: thes1'2 values attain-
able in this century constrain £max to be lower than maxi-
mum cosmic ray energies by several orders of magnitude. In
Table I muon data illustrate this result.

Research into muons and neutrinos at energies of 1014-
1015 eV is the primary goal of the DUMAND project, which
in the USSR is carried out at an underwater facility at Lake
Baikal.

Although research into cosmic ray interactions is beset
with many practical difficulties (identification of interact-
ing particles, low intensity of ultrahigh energy particles, and
so on), the experience of the past decade (1970s-1980s) in-
dicates that cosmic rays remain an evolving branch of high
energy physics to this day. Many examples can be cited in
support of this, for example: 1) the disproof of Feynman's
hypothesis on the scaling nature of "weak" interactions at
ultrahigh energies of 10I4-1015 eV2 obtained at EAS facili-
ties; 2) the first likely evidence of quark-gluon plasma for-
mation in nucleus-nucleus interactions with incident nu-
clear energies exceeding 1014-1015 eV (high average
transverse momenta and very irregular rapidity distribution
of secondary particles3).

All the same, the last decade has convincingly demon-
strated the need for the closest collaboration between cosmic
ray and accelerator research. Precision results, in many
ways complete, that were obtained with accelerators proved

TABLE I.

Particle
type

P

/"

Nuclei with
average /<=; 30

Accelerator

Currently

1.38x10" GeV
s"2 = 800 GeV
(USA)

280 GeV
(CERN, Switzerland)

6000 GeV/particle
(CERN, Switzerland)

1990s type

1.8X 107 GeV p and nuclei
sl /2 = 3xl03GeV
(USSR)8X108

GeV, 5 = 2xl04

GeV, (USA)

<2xl04GeV n

Nuclei with
A^30

Cosmic rays

Currently

10'° GeV
at EAS (Yakutsk)
facility and EAS
AKENO (Japan)
facility

2xl04GeV
(MUTRON, Japan;
REK, USSR)

105 GeV/particle
(Japan-USA
emulsion group)

1990s

10MO* GeV
ANI (USSR)
10"-10'2GeV
EAS-1000
(USSR)

105-106 GeV
(DUMAND), "Baikal"
facility (USSR)
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